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Managing to Our Strengths, As Women 
By Sarah Waybright 

The farm I grew up on is not like this one. From what's 

produced, to business structure and market - a big dairy 

farm that's run by 6 men is about day and night from what 

you get at PVF! Some people come to this farm because it's 

woman owned and run...I came for the flexible schedule, 

proximity to DC, and to get my toe in the door of the 

Virginia farming community. 

 

 

But I might have stayed - or stayed with more joy - because 

of the powerhouse lady team that makes up the 

management, middle management, and staff here!  Hiu, 

Hana, and Carrie have a reputation for being smart, kind, 

honest (sometimes maybe too honest!), and all-around 

great farmers that precedes them wherever they go; that 

they are women is secondary to what they are doing, as it 

should be.  But they've managed to their strengths, not 

based on what more masculine models have done in the 

past.  Women (to generalize) are better communicators, 

more relationship-building oriented, and very used to 

multitasking. 

That can have its downsides, but the upsides more than 

make up for it - we may not know what we'll be doing until 

exactly the second we're doing it, but everyone gets to 

learn everything!  And does it side by side - there are no 

tasks below anyone, as illustrated here in this muddy 

weeding party where Hana, Carrie, and everyone else at 

work this day came together to knock out a bed that had 

exploded in weeds because of the rain.  As I embark on 

starting a farm next year with fellow co-worker Pam, I know 

we'll be taking a lot of pages out of the PVF book...and 

hopefully continuing the tradition of women managing 

farms with passion and class. 

 

How I Became a Farmer, Learning From 

Women 
By Ciara Prencipe 

When I was in college, I heard a stat in my agriculture class 

that has been stuck in my head ever since: 80% of farm work 

in the world is done by women. Now, I can't verify that 

anywhere so I don't really know if it's true. Luckily for me, 

100% of the farms I've worked on have been run by women. 

(continued on page 2) 
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How I Became a Farmer, Learning From Women, (continued 

from page 1) 

The first farm I ever worked on was a permaculture farm, 

more of a homestead really, in Portugal. There were goats, 

chickens, rabbits, ducks, 5 dogs, grapes, olives, and veggies 

of all kinds. This homestead was run by Angela, an expat 

from England who had left her fancy job in a high-rise in 

London for a farming life in the middle of nowhere. She was 

funny and smart, and was working on getting some kind of 

permaculture certificate so she could teach courses on her 

farm. Most of the work I did for her was digging swales on 

a hillside, to catch and hold rainwater; it was brutal, 

demanding work for a beginner at manual labor. Luckily she 

was a fantastic cook, and I had never had such good-tasting 

veggies, so after a day's work there was always a great meal 

waiting. I asked her husband why she had changed her life 

so drastically, and I remember him saying it's because when 

she started to do this work, she "came alive." Dramatic 

wording, but I was beginning to see what he meant. 

The next farm I worked at was in Israel, for a couple of raw-

food vegans who ran mostly ran leadership and spiritual 

workshops in the desert. I can't remember what their names 

were anymore, but they were a bit odd, but very kind. I was 

mostly helping them plant their winter garden - looking 

back, I think I did a really terrible job. They gave me a packet 

of carrot seeds, and I remember planting three very specific 

rows, then just kind of sprinkling the rest of the seeds 

around. The woman who ran this farm was warm and open. 

A friend of mine had died just before I left home, and while 

I was at her farm, I was deep into the grieving process. She 

let me walk her dogs as part of my work and cry in her 

garden, and talked to me about when she lost her brother 

years before. 

The farm after was where I stayed longest before coming 

back home, and oddly enough I don't remember what the 

woman's name was who owned and ran this farm, just that 

she reminded me of mother earth - and funnily enough she 

named her daughter Gaia. Almost every woman I've farmed 

with or for has made me think of mother earth in some way, 

but she was like the goddess herself incarnate. At this farm, 

we mostly grew sunflower sprouts and wheatgrass sprouts 

which we sold at grocery stores. We also hosted retreats 

and other events, made homemade za'atar from wild-

harvested spicy oregano, and made pickled olives and olive 

oil - the absolute best olive oil I've ever tasted. She showed  

(continued at top of page 3) 

Ciara says yes to every opportunity to drive a tractor or learn a new skill 

on our farm – sometimes on a moment’s notice.  Above, she cultivates a 

bean patch… 

 
Here Ciara spades a big field for cover crop…  

And here she works to take out a screw that was not quite in the right 

place. 
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(continued from page 2) 

me how to process the dried oregano by hand, which we 

did until our palms turned green and our fingers burned, 

after we harvested and dried a roomful of the aromatic 

herb. I remember drawing rune stones with her, from a set 

she'd made herself, and it was creepily relevant. Before I left 

that farm, I got a matching sunflower tattoo with a young 

woman who was staying there too. It was a magical place.  

It's lucky for me that my path through these farms has 

crossed with so many women farmers. I've never done well 

with male authority figures - my mom tells me that I never 

liked my male teachers, almost on principle, so I'm not sure 

I would've found how much I love farming without working 

with these amazing women.  They gave me a lot of space 

 
The Relevance of Farm-based Education 
By Sophia Maravell 

The poet, writer, small family farmer and activist, Wendell 

Berry, wrote, “The need for agricultural education is great 

and urgent.” Potomac Vegetable Farms has formally and 

informally practiced agricultural education since its 

inception through school tours, the informal training and 

mentorship of countless young and beginning farmers, and 

through this very newsletter. But one might ask: What does 

farm-based have to do with this present political moment? 

Vandana Shiva, a scientist, eco-feminist and seed 

sovereignty activist was once asked in a Mother Earth News 

interview: “What are the most concrete things we as 

individuals can do to restore food sovereignty and build a 

sustainable society?” Her response was, “Save seeds and 

grow a food garden.” One of the many primary things farm-

based education teaches is the very simple act of planting 

and saving seeds. It is much harder to control people and 

communities when they have the knowledge of how to 

grow their own food and save their own seeds. 

Another simple and straightforward response to that 

question even if you never plant a seed in your life is that 

everyone eats. As Michael Pollan wrote, “You can vote with 

your fork...three times a day” and therefore choose where 

you spend your money within our food system. 

Understanding how food is grown, and its effects on 

people, animals and the planet is crucial to making 

informed decisions about where you buy your food. (Which  

I am sure many of you realize as you are probably a CSA 

member reading this article). Farm-based education can 

also  give  people  knowledge to  advocate for the  kind of  

to explore and make mistakes without me feeling like I 

needed to prove myself, or having to be "one of the boys." 

I could see how strong, smart, and productive they were, 

and I think that let me imagine myself as a farmer one day 

too. The only time I've worked for a male farm manager, I 

had to fight to get the same opportunities as boys who 

started at the same time as me. Working with women, 

especially now with Carrie and Hana, I never have to fight 

for jobs I want; they throw me on tractors and teach me on 

the fly, and just generally keep me on my toes. As I've 

gained more years and responsibility on this farm, it's been 

an absolute joy to work with younger women and watch 

them fully embody their competent, confident, bad-ass 

farmer selves. 

 

Farmers learning from farmers when it was our turn to host for 

Chesapeake CRAFT:  Collaborative Regional Alliance for Farmer Training.  

policies they would like to see implemented with regards to 

social issues and the environment.  But planting gardens,  

saving your own seed, understanding your purchasing 

power, understanding how food is grown, distributed, 

taxed, subsidized and made cheap- off of the backs of 

certain people and at the expense of our planet-- is the kind 

of knowledge that can start changing the fabric of our 

society.  

How can we as farmers play a role in equipping our youth, 

and current and future political leaders, teachers, business 

owners, ‘consumers’, landscapers, chefs, restaurant owners, 

restaurant goers, researchers, policy makers, scientists, 

physicists, librarians, environmentalists, doctors, health 

practitioners, architects and builders to be able to make 

decisions in a way that restores and rejuvenates our food 

system?   What  would  the  world  look  like  if  everyone 

(continued at the bottom of page 4) 
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Notes from the Field - Mud Farming, By Hana Newcomb

It is not ideal, trying to grow stuff in the mud.  Bean plants 

do not like to get their feet wet.  Radishes just explode. 

The squash lay down and died weeks ago. Tomato plants 

like it hot and dry. We have had hot, but not dry. We can’t 

drive tractors in the field so we have to resort to our bare 

hands for almost all the tasks. It’s not normal. 

It feels like it has been raining all summer long, and in fact 

I just read in the paper that we have already had more rain 

than we usually get in a full year.  If I really try to think back 

to the spring, I believe that we have had three significantly 

long rainy spells – long enough that regular farming 

activities had to stop for several weeks in a row.   

The effects of these repeated extreme rainy spells 

reverberate through the season.  If we miss a window to 

plant seeds, we will feel that gap in a few months.  When 

we try to mulch when it is wet out, the mulch is not as 

effective and later weeds will just push on through and 

make a mockery of all that investment of time and 

materials. We have lost a lot of soil, in spite of our wide 

grassy aisles between fields.  Most of our fields are on 

slopes and six inches of rain will move soil downhill.  

Just in the last week or so, we have developed a new 

technique called Mud Weeding. You do this when you 

cannot even use a hand hoe because the ground is so 

saturated. You just pull the weeds straight up out of the  

mud, even weeds with a root that is a foot long. No 

problem. Just get a firm grip and pull up. The downside is 

that the weight of our bodies is compacting the soil.  But 

we don’t have a choice here – the weeds do not take a break 

when it rains.   

The sad reality is that it is just getting hotter and hotter, and 

the rains are getting more and more severe.  In the past, we 

never got five inches of rain overnight unless there was a 

hurricane. Now it happens often.  It is not only going to 

affect the growers of food, this will matter to the eaters too.  

For right now, farmers are finding strategies to work around 

these catastrophic conditions, but there will come a day 

when the seeds and plants that we grow now won’t be able 

to tolerate this. 

Usually we try to frame everything in the most positive way, 

but this summer has been the most challenging growing 

season in most of our memories.  We are fortunate to have 

good soil, we are blessed with an excellent crew, and we  

are armed with decades of experience, but this feels scary.  

Mud farming is not really sustainable in the long term. 

In a break from the rains, Hana bunches leeks. She always starts 

out with a clean shirt. 

 

(Farm-Based Education, continued from page 3) 

understood how many of their decisions in seemingly 

unrelated sectors of society could help to support a more 

socially and environmentally just and healthy food system? 

What if all the librarians started seed libraries of open 

pollinated seeds among the bookshelves? What if cafeteria 

directors started demanding that all students have access 

to only the most nutritious locally grown food? Farm-based 

education gives us the knowledge, no matter what path we 

wander through in life, to make lots of little decisions that 

can collectively make a huge difference. 

Now Open: Potomac Vegetable Farms Field Trip Sign Ups  

Do you know any teachers that might want to bring their 

class out to our Vienna or Purcellville farm in October? For 

more info, go to: 

www.PotomacVegetableFarms.com/educationalprograms/ 

http://www.potomacvegetablefarms.com/educationalprograms/

